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Uphlistsikhe is one of the most important architectural and archaeological sites in 
Georgia. It is a rock-hewn town with levels from the early Iron Age, tenth-ninth centuries 
BC, up to the late medieval period. Consequently it must be considered as a multilayer 
archaeological-architectural site.  But the town acquired its very specific profile mainly in 
the end of the first and second centuries AD when large-scale building works took place. 
 

Most of the city's rock-hewn structures 
have a similar structural solution, 
comprising rock-hewn courtyards and 
spaces. On the opposite side of an 
entrance to a courtyard (if the relief 
allowed it) the principal space of a 
structure is located. This space does not 
have a façade wall, being entirely open 
from one side towards a courtyard. Its 
importance is emphasised by its 
dimensions (usually it is the biggest 
room of the structure, and its floor level 
a little higher then the level of the 
courtyard) and also by the fact that, in 
many cases, it is crowned by a vault. At 
the back, and sometimes on the sides, 
of the principal room smaller spaces 
are made always with flat ceilings. 
Ceilings of back spaces are mostly  
decorated by rock-hewn imitations of 
timber roofing constructions or coffers. 
Rock-hewn benches follow the 
perimeter of the courtyard. All the 
surfaces of the structures are worked in 
the same manner: smoothed so that it is 
practically impossible to distinguish 
tool marks (later alterations are easily 

recognizable by the existence of characteristic tool marks). 

 
Some of Uphlistsikhe rock-hewn structures: From G. Lezhava 

 
This is the primary scheme of the structures, but all are designed with a diversity of plan 
solutions. For example, Tsiteli otakhi and Sada otakhi share a courtyard (the courtyard 
was divided into two parts in the medieval period by rubble wall), Kesonur-kamarovani 
kompleqsi has a circular segmental form courtyard because of the relief, and in Makvliani 



the court level is about 2.20 metres below that of the cave. 
 
We would argue that from the description of the structures, it can be concluded that they 
are typologically identical to the structures which in the history of architecture are known 
as iwan or livan structures. These structures are characterized by the existence of iwans, 
the main spaces within them. Iwans are always open on one side, without a façade wall. 
They are higher in comparison with the other spaces of  the structures, and are usually 
vaulted. 
 
About function of the described Uplistsikhe rock-hewn structures scholars have different 
hypothesis: secular (Amiranashvili, Karumidze, Malitauri), tombs (Kipiani), religious 
buildings (Sanikidze). We favour to the latter, but can not accept the argumentation of the 
author. Here follows our interpretation of the structures. 
 
For functional interpretation of Uphlistsikhe iwan structures I apply only to Parthian 
period iwan structures because of chronological reasons. The architectural theme of iwan 
in Parthia was used both in secular and sacred architecture. Comparing Parthian secular 
and sacred structures it is clear that they have different spatial solutions. 
 

All Parthian residential structures where the iwan 
architectural theme was used (ordinary dwellings and 
palaces as well) had a similar character. The structures 
were organised around courtyards.  An iwan or iwans, 
if there were two or four, opened into the courtyard. If 
there was only one iwan it faced north (thus, it was 
built in the south façade of the courtyard), and if there 
were more the main iwan always faced north. The 
importance of the main iwan was highlighted by its 
size and height. None of the iwans opened directly 
onto street façade. Moreover, the courtyard was not 
connected directly with a street either. There was 
always a special space in a corner of the courtyard 
which connected a street with the structure. In all 
residential structures having iwans there are areas with 
ovens or hearths or other devices for domestic 
activity. 

 

 Ashur - houses 
 

 Ashur - palace 

 
 



Temples with iwans were separate buildings  in sacred precincts (Hatra); or on sacred 
platforms (Masjid-i Solaiman and Bard-e Nishandeh); or were joined to sacred precincts 
(temenos) from one side only, opposite the entry (Mansur-depe and Dilberjin). Iwans of 

temples rarely opened towards the 
north, unlike residential iwans, but 
were generally oriented south and 
east. 
 
Comparing Uphlistsikhe iwan 
structures with Parthian structures 
it seems that they gravitate 
towards temples rather than 
residential structures. First, 
because none of the Uphlistsikhe 
iwan structures are organised 
around courtyards but spaces 
(iwan and other spaces of 
structures) join the courtyard from 
one side, opposite to the entrance 
(if relief allows this). Secondly, 
rock-hewn fences are for the 
mostly not high, and all courtyards 
are directly connected with streets, 
without any special spaces so that 
space is not isolated from the 
outside world. Thirdly, 
Uphlistsikhe iwans are generally 
oriented to the south, or in other 
words orientation is the same as in 
Parthian temples, though this might 
be coincidental because bed-rock 

declination in Uphlistsikhe is from north to south. Fourthly, in Uphlistsikhe iwan 
structures there have been no discoveries of domestic implements from the Hellenistic 
period.  

 
 

 
Dilberjin Mansur-depe 

Hatra - Temenos 

 
All these may indicate that the character of Uphlistsikhe iwan structures is closer to 
religious structures than to secular structures. But at the present stage of our knowledge it 
is impossible to argue this categorically. 
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Ashur - Houses _ see!Skjuluzsk!V'!G'_!Sflnofig!Hgibcc_!Wkdseg_!
2:77_!do'!239+!
 

 

Ashur - Palace _ see!Skjuluzsk!V'!G'_!Sflnofig!Hgibcc_!Wkdseg_!2:77_!
do'!248+!
 

 

Hatra - Temenos _ see Downey S. B. mesopotamian Religious Architecture: Alexander 
through the Prthians, Princeton, New Jersey, page 160; 
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icd'!4+!
 



 

 
Uphlistsikhe Plan 


